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Abstract—Today many different devices and operating systems can be used for InfoVis systems. On the one hand,
web-based visualizations can be used to be compatible with
several systems, but the performance depends on optimized
browser engines. On the other hand, it is possible to build
a native system which supports all the benefits for just one
device. However, transferring the code to another system means
parts of the code or the programming language have to be
adapted. To close this gap, we present a proof of concept based
on the Unity3D game engine. We implemented a prototype
following the InfoVis reference model and basic interactions
for interactive data exploration. A major advantage is that
we have now the ability to deploy native code to over 20
different devices. Additionally, this proof of concept opens new
possibilities for a future InfoVis framework which benefits from
Unity3D.
Keywords-Cross-platform; multi-device; native application;
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Figure 1.

Interactive data exploration with multiple devices.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Visual interfaces, especially Information Visualizations
(InfoVis), are high bandwidth gateways for perception of
structures, patterns, or connections hidden in the data. Currently, a lot of InfoVis research is focused on domain experts.
Yet InfoVis is also increasingly important for a third group,
informed citizens and other non-domain-experts.
In recent years, InfoVis has taken essential steps towards
the mass market e.g., through infographic websites like
Daily Infographic [1], infographics collected on Pinterest
by mashable.com [2], or commercialized data exploration
tools like Tableau [3] and Spotfire [4]. Pousman et al. [5]
introduced the term Casual Information Visualization which
complements traditional research in InfoVis with a focus
on less task driven activities and a broader audience. This
audience also uses a wide range of devices (see Figure 1)
whereby the screen resolution differs from 320 x 240 pixels
up to 4640 x 1920 pixels [6]. Additionally, Isenberg & Isenberg [7] found “displays ranging from 3.7 inch in the diagonal up to 283 inch”. However, the main focus for traditional
expert visualization research are desktop computers.
To be prepared for these future trends, cross-platform
frameworks become increasingly important. Blumenstein
et al. [8] discussed the needs for cross-platform InfoVis

frameworks describing three detailed scenarios depending on
multiple users, screens and devices. Jokela et al. [9] argued
collaborative interaction and connection between devices is
a “complex technical procedure”. Thomas & Kielman [10]
stated four central challenges for Visual Analytics (VA),
namely: collaborative analytics, scale independence, information sharing and lightweight software architecture. All
these arguments and challenges obviously require a suitable
software infrastructure.
Concerning implementation, Baur stated that the choice
between web or native code depends on the requirements of
the visualization [11]. For big visualization systems, going
native cannot be avoided because “in the web it looks like
a slide show”. Baur also referred to the experience during
the implementation of TouchWave [12]. The limitation of
native implementations is, that they are only runnable on the
device(s) where the code is compiled for. To overcome this
restriction, a cross-compiler is needed which supports more
than one system. This is where Unity3D [13] comes in, a
high performance game engine which supports inter alia 2D
and 3D graphics as well as physical simulations. Unity3D
code can be deployed to over 20 different operating systems
such as desktop, mobile as well as game consoles and

opens the possibility for InfoVis to use all available device
features (e.g., camera or microphone access). In contrast
to the advantage of cross-platform compilation and high
performance rendering, the limitation of game engines is that
they do not support any visual data exploration concepts,
such as linking & brushing [14], focus & context [15] or
small multiples [16].
We contribute to tackle these challenges with a proof of
concept based on Unity3D including visual data exploration
metaphors to close the gap of suitable software infrastructure
for future InfoVis solutions. It supports the creation of
interactive InfoVis methods for different devices, different
screen resolutions (sizes) and different operating systems,
in particular for second screen applications [17].

tion”. The framework is “efficient for research prototyping
as well as the development of end-user applications” [28].
In contrast, Sanfilippo et al. [29] described InfoStar,
“an adaptive visual analytics platform for mobile devices”.
The conference system provides mobile access to schedules as well as venue information and a “first effective
step toward extending visual analytics beyond the desktop
paradigm” [29] .
Considering the presented related work, it is apparent
that there is a need for frameworks that support crossplatform compilation and touch gestures to be prepared for
the challenges and opportunities of the available wide range
of interactive devices.

II. R ELATED WORK

As proof of concept we started with implementing two
simple interactive visualization setups to test the Unity3D
development environment. Both setups use an open data
set of the regional government of Upper Austria on the
50 most often used male and female baby names each
year from 2004 to 2013. The dataset includes the variables
name (nominal), gender (categorical), year (quantitative)
and count (quantitative). All these data are merged together
into a table and are provided as *.csv file to the visualization.
As visualization concepts we combined 1) a circle packing
chart [30] with grouped bar charts [31] and 2) a word
cloud [32] with a stacked area chart [33].

A number of software frameworks and toolkits for developing InfoVis applications are available. All of them provide
data import/storage solutions and often a variety of widely
used visualization techniques. For cross-platform deployment, web frameworks like such as D3.js [18], Protovis [19],
or JavaScript InfoVis Toolkit [20] are an evident option and
are well extended by various libraries for visualization and
data management. Yet, these libraries are often incompatible
to each other and impose changes to the coding style that
further complicate the already not-so-easy development in
JavaScript.
Another cross-platform option are Java frameworks (e.g.,
Prefuse [21], TimeBench [22], or Improvise [23]). However,
Java is not available on some systems (e.g., iPhone OS) or
requires specialized SDKs. In addition, none of these frameworks allows for multi-touch interaction or touch gestures
which are needed for interacting with mobile devices.
In 2005, Kot et al. [24] started a first approach to
integrate information visualization in a game. However, their
approach retained the visual metaphors of a first-person
shooter showing data items as game-objects in a dungeonstyled environment which is rather different from traditional
InfoVis.
Forbes et al. [25] present behaviorism, a framework for
dynamic data visualization. Developers can create prototypes
fast and afterwards turn this prototype easily into a robust
system. However, behaviorism uses JOGL [26] which is
outdated. Additionally, Moran et al. [27] presented a twofold big data visual analytics approach focusing on both,
visualization and interaction. As proof of concept they used
geo-tagged information of twitter data from MIT’s campus
and visualized it in the original geospatial domain using
Unity3D [13]. Additionally, they provided an interface which
responds to natural user interactions to establish a more
intuitive environment.
Apart from this, the Tulip 3 Framework by Auber et
al. [28] comes with Tulip Graphics, a complete OpenGL rendering engine which was “tailored for abstract data visualiza-

III. P ROOF OF CONCEPT

A. Requirements
To implement such kinds of cross-platform InfoVis techniques based on Unity3D a number of key requirements (R)
need to be fulfilled:
• R1: Follow the established reference model [34] and
other software design patterns [35] for easier adoption
in the InfoVis community.
• R2: Provide common data exploration and interaction
techniques.
• R3: Use cross-platform engines to support building for
different devices and operating systems [36], [37].
It is important to emphasize that we focus on native and
not on web-based solutions in order to have the ability to
use all the features provided by the used devices.
B. Circle packing & grouped bar charts
Initially, the circle packing chart shows the first letters
of the baby names as bubbles. The diameter of a bubble
matches with the number of babies per year. A slider is
positioned at the bottom of the screen for selecting the year
to display.
By tapping a bubble, the bubble expands and the names
which are related to the first letter are shown inside the
big bubble (see Figure 2.a). The color of the name bubble
is related to the gender (pink := female, blue := male)
and the diameter matches the number of babies with this

Figure 2. Proof of concept screenshot. a) Shows the circle packing chart with the selected first letter “M” (left view) and the corresponding grouped bar
chart (right view) shows the frequency per year for male (blue) and female (pink) names. b) Shows the frequency per year as bar chart for the selection
of “Magdalena”.

name for the selected year. During the layout phase of the
visualization, the bubbles are placed using physics-based
movement like gravity and the biggest bubble will be set to
the center of the screen. The circle packing chart is linked
with a grouped bar chart. The bar chart initially shows the
number of babies for all names grouped per year and split
into female and male names (using the same colors as for the
bubbles). When selecting a first letter bubble, the grouped
bar chart shows the number of babies for names starting with
the selected letter (see Figure 2.a). When selecting a name
bubble, the grouped bar chart changes to a single bar chart
presenting the number for the name per year (see Figure 2.b).
We also implemented zooming and panning. The user can
zoom using a two finger pinch gesture or move the bubbles
around using a one finger drag gesture.

C. Word cloud & stacked area chart
In the second visualization, all names are shown as a word
cloud (see Figure 3). The font size of a name is proportional
to the number of babies over all years and the color matches
the gender like in the circle packing chart. The word cloud
is linked with a stacked area chart to show developments
over time. By tapping on a name, the user can select up
to six items in this setting. The highlighted color of the
selected name in the word cloud matches the used color
in the stacked area chart. For changing the name selection
in the word cloud, the analyst has to deselect an item (if
the maximum of six elements is reached) before he/she can
select another one.

D. Discussion
Based on the implemented proof of concept for our
future framework, we fulfilled the presented requirements
as follows:
(R1) Follow the established reference model and other
software design patterns: For simplifying the handling
of the prototypes, we reconstructed the InfoVis reference
model [34] in Unity3D. Basically, in Unity3D, each element
is a game object which can hold other game objects or
scripts, etc. By the use of scripts, it is possible to set various
parameters for game object (e.g., rendering, transformations,
physics). To replicate the InfoVis reference model, we established a manager object which controls the four stages of
the reference model (in the future it should contain changeable game objects for different data and different views).
Additionally, we created two separated scenes for our proof
of concept. For the interaction through touch gestures, we
included canvas elements provided by Unity3D (no separate
library is needed). The rendering of the stacked area chart
is currently implemented with the low-level graphics library
of Unity3D, for all the other visualization techniques, we
used included 3D objects (e.g., 3D-text, cylinders, spheres).
For the 2D rendering look, we changed the camera settings
from ‘Perspective’ to ‘Orthographic’. In general, we only
used Unity3D core utilities to realize this proof of concept.
(R2) Provide common data exploration and interaction
techniques: Regarding the former reference model based
visualization pipeline, we also provide interactive data exploration methods for both visualization settings. Therefore,
we implemented linking & brushing [14], zooming, panning,
filtering, and details-on-demand [38]. An overview of the

Figure 3.

Example word cloud with five selected names and frequency over the years as stacked area chart.

visual mapping and interaction techniques is shown in
Table I.
Table I
G IVES AN OVERVIEW OF THE VISUAL MAPPING AND USED
INTERACTIONS TECHNIQUES .

Zoom
Filter
Pan
Select

Circle
Packing
X
X
X
X

Word
Cloud

(Grouped)
Bar Chart

X

X

X

X

Stacked
Area Chart

(R3) Use cross-platform engines to support building for
different devices and operating systems: To get the ability for cross-platform compilation, we used the Unity3D
game engine which includes a high performance render
engine, sounds, physics and more. This engine supports
more than 20 different platforms and operating systems
including Windows, Mac OS, Linux, Android, iOS, different
TV systems, and game consoles [39]. Additionally, WebGL
compilation for web page integration is possible. We tested
our application on Windows, Mac, Android (tablets) and iOS
devices (tablets) and validated its functionality.
By using Unity3D as host engine for our proof of concept,
we combined the benefits of a single stable code base and
the possibility of native code generation for many platforms
and operating systems. This combination allows the use
of all available device features (e.g., web cam, gyroscope,
touch interaction) which opens new possibilities for future
interactive data visualization systems.
IV. C ONCLUSION & FUTURE CHALLENGES
In this paper we introduced a proof of concept for a
future InfoVis framework based on two concrete InfoVis
scenarios. Unity3D provides the ability to deploy to more

than 20 operating systems and platforms as native code to
use the full performance of the devices and all their included
(hardware) features. Depending on the different platforms,
we provide appropriate interaction by mouse, keyboard, and
touch gestures (e.g., pinch to zoom, dragging).
The creation of such InfoVis frameworks opens up interesting future challenges in relation to interaction and system
architecture. Based on the earlier presented key requirements
and the work of Blumenstein et al. [8], we defined major
challenges to be solved for the creation of such crossplatform environments:
•

•

•

Visualization for the masses: To bring visualization to
the general public, it is necessary to develop visualizations that allow to explore the data in an intuitive, easy
and understandable way. Users should not have to learn
the visualization, instead the should have the ability
to gain new insights by the use of the visualization,
but also express themselves by showing visualizations
casually to peers or audiences [40].
Synchronization for collaboration: Commonly, InfoVis deals with huge amounts of data. A permanent data
transfer is very inefficient, because the device resources
are limited. Therefore, data structures or query systems
are needed for data transfer minimization (e.g., [41],
[42], [43], [44]).
History for provenance: Undo and redo functions are a
common challenge in the InfoVis community [38], [45],
[46]. A novel framework creation is a good starting
point to integrate them as core functionalities. Additionally, based on the previously described synchronization
approach, it will be possible that every device which is
connected to a specified ‘network group’ has the same
history in the backlog. Thus, the analyst gets the ability
to change his/her device during performing the analysis

tasks.
Interaction and gestures: A basic set or taxonomy of
interactions or gestures should be created to support the
experts finding the best fitting technique combination
for the used device(s). According to these interactions
and gestures there is a second issue depending on the
different screen sizes and resolutions of the devices
(e.g., lower DPI → bigger gesture; higher DPI →
smaller gesture) .
• Semantic zoom: Depending on screen sizes and resolutions, the visualization objects can change their shape,
details and their presence in the view [47], [48].
• Support different data sources: To integrate different
data sources and data structures, it will be necessary to
develop a generic interface for data input where it is
possible to select the data rows or columns of interest
for example.
In the future, we are planning to turn this proof of concept into a Unity3D based InfoVis framework, add more
visualization techniques, and provide a generic data import
structure to generate the possibility to use it as a rapid
InfoVis building framework.
•
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